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TECHNICAL NOTE NO. 1212 

EFFECT OF REFLEX CAMBER ON THE' AERODYNAMIC GHARACTERISTICS 

OF A HIGHLY TAPERED MODERL\.TELY ffi-lEPr-BACK WING 

AT REYNOLDS NUMBERS UP TO 8,000,000 

By D. William Conner 

SUMMARY 

Te ets have been conducted at Reynolds numbers up to 8,000,000 
to determine the effectiveness of a reflex-cambered mean line in 
shifting the lm,,,-d.rag raT1ge of a highly tapered, moderately swept
back i.,ing vrHhout materially affecting 'the longitud: al stability. 
Two moclels 'were teeted., one wi'~h symmet::,~j,cal airfoll sections and 
the oiihe:':" with the same basic thickness forms but with a reflex
cambored mean. ,;Une . 

'I'he :':"esults of these' tests show the following effects of the 
reflex-can:bered mean line: (1) the upper limit of the low-drag 
rango "rnA shifttJd from a lift coefficient of about 0.35 ,to about 0.65; 
(2) airplane trim was. ~ffected at zero lift but at low lift coof
fic:i,ent.s the ' netltre~ point "Tas moved forward about 2 porcont of the 
mean aerod,ynamic chord. and at lift coefficie'nts beyond the low-drag 
ra.l'lge the forward shift in the neutral point ",as more SElvere; 
(3) the wing stall was delayed but, once started, progressed more 
rapidly; and (4) the maximum lift coefficient, if the wings were 
trimmed, would be slightly increased. 

INTRODUCTION 

In selecting the airfoil sections to be employed in the design 
of a tailless airplane~ an important consideration is the wing pitching 
moments which, for trim requirements, must remain moderate. Because 
of their low drag qualities, NACA 6-series airfoils are desirable 
for high-s~eed and long-range operations and, if symmetrical, have 
moderate pitching moments. The lift coefficients encompasing the 
cruising conditions are, however, generally above the low-drag range 
of practical symmetrical airfoils. Adding camber and reflexing the 
mean line offers a possibility of shifting the low-drag range of the 
wing to include higher lift coefficients VTithout materially affecting 
the pitching moment. Tests were conducted in the Langley 19-foot 
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pressure tunnel of two highly tapered, moderately swept-back winge of 
identical plan form. One of the wings was of NACA 6-series symmetrical 
airfoil sections and the other wing incorporated the same basic airfoil 
sect:! ons but had cambered and reflexed mean lines. The Reyno,lds number 
range for these tests was from 3,000,000 to 8,000,000. 

SYMBOLS 

CL 11ft coefficient (L/qs) 

CD drag coefficient (D/qs) 

CDO profile·-drag coefficient (CD - CD1 ) from force 

, measurements; 1. c - c 
~~dY from wake 

wake span 
surveys 

section profile-drag coefficient based on section chord 
from me a suroment s of flow in wake 

R 

M 

where 

pitching-~oment coefficient (M1/qSc) 

a=.gle of attack of root chord corrected for a1r-flo~T mia
ali:lement and jet-boundary interference effects, degrees 

Reynolds number (pVc/ll) 

Mach number (V Iv c) 

L 11ft 

D drag 

M' pitching moment about quarter-choriL point of mean ' 
aerodynamic cho~d 

CDi 1nduced-drag coeff1clent 
'2 ' , , 

(0.0436CL + 0.0006CL ,+ 0.0003) 

q dynamic pressure of free stre~ (~;~ 

~--------------------~ ---- --
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S wing area 

c section ~hord 

mean aerod.ynamlc chord (M ,A. C .) ~ fob /2 c~ 
p mass density of air 

V ai~speed 

~ coefficient of viscosity 

b wing Sp811 

y lateraJ. coorclj!late 

Vc speed of sound in air 

MODELS 

Both w:tng mad.sls were IIlttde of laminated mahogany lacquered and 
sanded to a smooth finish. The symmetrical wing had NACA 65(318)-019 
airfoil sections at the center line and N.'\CA 65,3-018 sect tons at the 
construction tip; these sections are described in reference 1. The 
modified w1.ng incorporated the same baslc thickness profiles as the 
original wing but used a reflex-cambered mean line. The mean line was 
similar to t ,hat of the NACA 65,3...018 airfoil with a 0.2-chord pitch 
control flap deflected upward to effect zero pitching moment at zero 
lift. The mean line for the modified wing was faired so that no break 
occurred at the O.8-chord station. Ordinates for the root and construc
tion tip sections are given in table I. 

The wings were practically the same in geometry and the exact 
dimensions £o~ each wing are given in figure 1. Figure 2 shows the 
symmetrical wing model installed in the test section. The wings 
were tested w'ithout flaps, control surfaces, landing gear, nacelles, 
or other protuberances. 

APPARATUS AND TESTS 

The tests were conducted in the Langley 19-foot pressure tunnel 
with the air compressed to a density of approximately 0.0052 slug per 
cubic foot. Values of dynamic pressure ranged from 20 to 145 pounds 

" 
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per square foot with the resulting Mach numbers varying from 0.08 
to 0.21. Teets were made over an angle-of-e.tteck range from below zero 
11ft to boyond the SGall. Measurements of lift, drag, · and pitching 
moment were obte-iood by means of a eimu.lta.."1eous-recording balance 
system. The profile drag was obtained both from force tests and from 
surveys whioh d.etermined the loss jn mor.aenGllIll of . the wing wake . .. The 
stalling character'istic8 were determined by observing the action of 
strands of cotton thread. attached to the upper surface of the wings 
on the rear 60 l)ercent of t he w'1ng chord. Force 'cests and stall studies 
were also made with rougbnesB applied t o the leading edge of each wing. 
The roughne ss wa s obtaiI~d by ap~lication of No. 60 (O.Oll-inch ·mesh) 
carborundum grains to e. tbin l a. Ter of shellac over a surface length of 
8 percent chord measured from the leading edge on both, upper and, lower 
Burfaces. The gra1ns coverod 5 to 10 percent of the affected area. 

RESULTS _~ DISCUSSION 
" 

All elata ha.ve been corrected for the tare and interference 
effects of model. supports, for air-flow misalinement, and for jet
bound8.1'Y interference eff ects. In oreler to obtain values of profile
drag coeff i cient from ~orce measurements, the induced-drag coefficient 
was co~puted by t~~ method d~scr1b0d in reference 2, as follows: 

. .." 2 . 
CDi =O.0436CL : 0.0006CL + 0.0003 

The yalues ' of ' the constants in the ~orm\Ua' for CDi were computed 

bece-uss the charta given in ' reference 2 do nO,t ~ppJ.y f or: the t,:'iet 
distribut ion and' tip shape of t~is wing. The lift distribution wa s 
determined ~y the method of references 3 and ~ • 

. 
Effect of e~ber . 

! ~ ... 

Lift and stall:ing characteristics '-, A coml'~1~on.of the 
aerodynamic ano.. s:talling ·characteristics ,of. the two wings can be 
obtained from figures 3 and l~. The l.ift.-cUrv8 slopes for the' :two 
wings were a:pp~oxima:tely equal at lift coefficients below ·0.2 'and 
above 1.0. At values between these lift coefficierits the rate of 
change of the slo:pe for the sy.r:nmetrical wing w~s . es'senti~ly Uniform 
whereas the slope for the cambered wing remained constant up to a 
lift coefficient of about 0 ... 7, then de c.re ased abruptly and remained 
constant almost to the stall. In reference 1 the data for the 
NACA 65,3-6~8 airfoil with the 0~2O-chord flap deflected -100 are 
consfdered . to 'a.pproXimate 'th~ 'characte~lsti'cs of the cambered wing 
sect10n 'whereas the data for t~e NACA 65,3-018 " ai'rf 0 11' apply" , 
directly as the symmetrical-wlng section character.;tst:1cs . A '" 
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comparison of the d.ata (reference 1) of each section with the data 
of the corresponding co~~lete wing (fig. 3) indicates that the shape 
of' the lift curves are similar. The maximum 11ft coefficients of the 
w:t.ngs in the untr:'L.mned condition were appl'o~imately the same. 

The stall patterns (£'tg. 4) of the two wings were simih:r. 
As the angle of attack was increased, a cross flow started near the 
trailing Gdge of the center section of each .ring. This flow increased 
in severity and spread outboard until it vTas directly perpendicular 
to the model center line. Any region where the d_irection of spanwise 
flow was fortvard of this perpend.icular ivas then interpreted as being 
a stalled are~. Addition of camber slightly delayed the cross flow 
and the begjnning 0;-: ste~led rogions, but once started the stall pro
gressed more re.pidly. For both wings the ini tial stall occurred at 
the upper end of the lO'lfl--d1'ag range. Diffe:r'6nces in stt..ll progression 
can be directly cor!"'olated .....-ith the dlffe!'ences in section character
isti cs praviotwly dificu/:.,3:nl. There "TaG li"!-;tle tenrleney for the stall 
to be intermittent illl-t1i w'ter the attitucle of maximu1U lift coefficient 
had been reached, at which time a mTir1ing type of stall developed on 
both lnngS. 

~!,.!M3 cba:r:-acte:r:-i9tic?.- Figure 5 presents the profile-drag coef
ficieni.; of' the t1l0 ';vings as measured. by force tests and by momentum 
loss of t.h'3 "TIng 'i'lake. The resuJ.ts from the two experimental methods 
were in close e.g£'89IOO:lt. Ao.o.ing carlber to the wing airfoils shifted 
the li_pper limtt of the lovr--d.rug range f110m CL == 0.35 to 0.65. Also, 

the Val1.J.8 of mir..i:n:uI!l d:tag coefficiont "ras slig.1:lt.l.y lower, probably 
becausa of SIi18.11 cii:fferences in the eurface eonrlitlon of the wings, 
since the seeM.on drag data of reference 1 do not show this benefit. 
The drag Va.J_UAS w'ere higher for the c8Dlbered wing than for the 
symmetr:ical wing from CL = 0.80 to the stall. '1lhis difference 
in ~ag is characteristic of the airfoil sections and is associated 
with the rates of stall prog!'ession. 

A comparison of the section profile-drag coefficients at several 
values of lift coefficient is given in figure 6. Because of the cross
flow on tha wing "Th1Gh developed to a noticeable degree at values of 
lift coeffictsr:.t above 0.5 (fig. 4), the drag measured at a given 
spanwise station is not necessarily the drag corresponding to the 
section at that station but may correspond to e. section farther inboard. 

The peaks i~~icated at O.5~for the cambered wing were found (after the 

survey) to ha7e resulted from narrow flat areas on the leading edge of 
the wing. 

Pitching-mome~t cha~acteristic~.- From figure 3 it is seen that 
adding reflex cam-cer to t~e wing ciid not change the trim at zero lift 
since the values of pitching-moment coefficient were identical for the 
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two wings. In the low-drag range of lift coefficient, adding camber 
moved the neutral point ahead about 2 percent of the mean 'aerodynamic 
chord. At the upper extremes of the low-drag range of ~ach wing there 
was a forward , shift in the neutral point ~hich often occurs with wings 
of swept- back plan form operating at moderate lift coefficients. This 
shift was much more noticeable for the cambered wing than for the 
symmetrioal wing and was associated with the previously discussed 
behavior of the lift and drag curves and the stall progression. Near 
maximum lift the pitching-moment coefficient was more positive for the 
cambered wing than for the symmetrical wing by an amount that varied 
both with lift coefficient and Reynolds number. In order to trim each 
wi~g at its maximum lift coefficient by deflecting a trailing-edge 
control surface, a greater increment in lift coefficient would be 
added for the cambered wing than for the symmetrical wing. The result
ing maximum lift coefficient would, therefore, be slightly higher for 
the cambered wing. 

Effect of Roughness 

The aerodynamic characteristics of both wings with and without 
leading-odge ruughness and at four Reynolds numbers are presented in 
figure 7. stalling characterist i os of the wings with roughness are 
presented in figure 8. 

Lift and stalling characteriatics.- The application of leading
edge roughness decreased the value of dCL/d~(CL = 0) for both the 
symmetrical and the cambered wing from 0.085 to 0.078 and 0.082 to 
0.077, respectively. The average decrement in maximum lift was 0.30 
for the symmetrical wing and 0.26 for the cambered wing. The addition 
of loading-edge roughness to each wing did not change its stall pattern 
although the rate of stall progression accelerated, with a resultant 
decrease of 4° or 50 in the angle of attack for maximum lift. The 
stalled regions again developed more rapidly on the cambered wing. 

Drag characteristics.- Any drag benefits shown by adding camber 
to the airfoil disappeared when ' roughness was applied . At values of 
lift coefficient below 0.3 the valuos of drag coefficient for the two 
wings were identical. The comparative values of drag coefficient for 
CL > 0.3 were less for the symmetrical wing than for the cambered wing. 
This effect of roughness illustrates the need for maintaining a smooth 
surface condition in order that 'the benefit of a cambered mean line 
may be utilized. 

Pitching-moment characteristics.- At low values of lift coef
fiCient, the application of leading-edge rougtness caused a forward 
shift in the neutral point of 1 t o 2 percent of the mean aerodynamic 
chord. At high values of 11ft coefficient the neutral-point locations 
were approximately the same with the wings rough 8S with the wings 
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smooth, but 'blle loss in Dl8JC'imum lift cQefficient resulting from rough
ness increased t.he rats of change of neut'ral point w'i th lift coefficient. 

", VO-l~~ation of .t\erodynam1c Characteristics 

w:'.th Reynolds Number 

IJ;1.rt chc.r::1Ctel~iet1cs.- The variation of max1pl1.1!Il lift coefficient 
with Reynolds n~ber is given in figure 9. With the. wing 'smooth the 
maximum lift cqeff1.cicnt ' jnct'eaeed with ttlcreas1ng Reynolds number. 
This incl.~ease \las mere prcnou.l'1ced for the synunetrical ' wing th:1.n for 
the cambered wine; in the Reynola.s nU!1iber rsnge of 3,000,000 to ~,OOO,OOO. 
The reoults ohmm in fig'.a-e 7 indicate that ct 'lov values of lift 
coefficient the lif t-cur re. olope is :1nd.e:pendent of Reynolds nJllllber. 
At the h1.gh v?-lues of JUt coef ficjeat an increase in slope with ' . 
1ncrEpsinp, neynolds n1..U!!.'')er is eVi.doncod. Wi th tho w:tngs rough" th~ 
maximum lift , coefficient; o:f both win13S).vEi.S essential].y independent of 
Reynolds nw.n ere (Se'e fi3. 9.) . 

Drs.g character:J.gtics.- Figure 10 presents the variation ' of 
profile-drag coef:fi.ciontvrith Reynolds n1!illber for the approximate 
design cond:itions of h:5.gh speed '{CL = 0.2) ond cruising (CL = 0.7) 

" . 
flight. 'lith the ,.rings smooth, tile profjJ,e-o:rag coefficient Ilt; 
CL = 0.2 increased with increasing Reynolds nunber. An increase 

in turmel a ir-stream , turbulonco witt Reynolds m:mber J.S believed 
to be 'partly responsii:>J.e for th:l.B eflee l:;. , Roughness tipp:'ied to the' 
loading edgs of the wings initiatec. tur"vulent :'10'17 07er the wing 
surfaces Rnd then the drag coefficient showed little change ,with . 
increasing Reyn J,ds mmber. From previous dlscusslol1 and. the curves 
shO'l·:n, the addi':;ion of cC'JIlbsr to the BY'..mnetrtCaJ. vjng appeared to 
have little eff oct on the wing drag in the high-speed condition'. In 
the cruiSing condition with the winga 'sm00th the cembered wing still 
partly retainod the low-drag q~~itian and thus maintained much lower 
values of drA.g coefficient tilan cUd tile syur;1etr:l.cal wing . Applying 
wing roughness to both wings reversed the situation decidedly as pointed 
out previously and 8:1so res'.llted in appreciable decree.seo in d1:'ag with 
increase in Reynolds number. 

Pitching-·mor~nt characteristics . -With the wing both smooth 
and r'ough, increas1ne the Reynolds numoej,· did notnotlcaably affect 
the pitching moment of the wings at low values cf' lift coefficient. 
At any given li~t coefficient near the stell, the positive values ' 
of the p1tching-moment coefficient decreased with increasing Reynolds 
number. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

From tests of two highly tapered moderately swept-back wing 
models to determine the' effect of cP~lng the airfoil section from 
symmetrical profiles to reflex-cambered profiles, the following 
conclusions were indicated: 

1. The upper limit of the lov-drag region of the aerodynamically 
smooth wings was shifted from a lift coefficient of about 0.35 to 0.65, 
,.,.hich allowed for a reduct:lon in the drag in the cruising condition. 
With leading,-€dge roughness on the wings, the drag in the range of 
lift coefficient above 0.3 was decidedly more for the caL~bered wing . 

2. The value of pitching-moment coefficient at zero lift did 
not change but the neutral potnt moved ahead, 2 percent of the mean 
aerodynamic chord . The forward shift j.n neutral point which was 
observed. at values of lift coefficient above the low-drag range of 
the wings was more severe for the cambered wing. Application of 
roughness had a destabilizing influence on both wings. 

3. The lift-curve slope for both wings decreased at the upper 
end of the low-drag range. Thie decrease was more definite and 
pron01.lllced for the cambered ,-ring. 

4. Stalled areas developed on both wings at the upper end of 
the lovT-drag range. The ve.lue of the max:J.mum lift coefficient, if 
the wings were trimmed, w01.,ud be sllghtly higher for the cambered 
wing @ven though the stall progression was more rapid. 
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TABLE I.- ORDINATES FOR REFLEX-CAMBERED AIRFOIL 

[Stations and ordinates in percent chord] 

, F b . " . 
Root Section Tip Section 

Sta-:'ion Ordinate Station Ordinate 

Upper I Lower Upper Lower 
surface surface surface surface 

0·3 1. 65 -0.69 0.3 1. 562 -0 .657 
. 6 2.05 -1.05 .6 1.937 -.991 

l.0 2.45 -1.41 1.0 2.324 -1.339 
2.0 3.26 -1.99 2.0 3.085 -1.887 
3 3.92 - 2.42 3 3·711 - 2.288 
4 4.49 - 2.79 4 4. 259 -2.645 
5 5.02 -3.13 5 4.752 -2 .962 
6 5.49 -3.43 6 5.19!~ -3. 250 
8 6.33 - 3.97 8 5.995 -3 .758 

10 7.06 -4.43 10 6.683 -4.198 
15 8.51 -5.39 15 8.056 -5 .107 
20 9. 60 -6.15 20 9.092 -5 .827 
25 10.43 -6.79 25 9.873 -6 .• 429 
30 10.97 -7.27 30 100392 -6 .882 
35 11. 28 -7.57 35 10.676 -7.169 
39. 5 11.32 -7.70 39.5 10 .717 -7 .289 
45 11.09 -7.66 45 10.498 -7 .258 
50 10.61 -7.45 50 10 .047 -7.058 
55 9.88 -7.06 55 9.358 -6 .681 
60 8.94 -6.52 60 8.463 -6 . 173 
65 7.80 -5.83 65 7. 389 -5.522 
70 6.56 -5.04 70 6.212 -4 .775 
75 5.25 -4.16 75 4.972 -3 .938 
80 3.91 -3.26 80 3.700 -3.089 
85 2. 58 - 2.35 85 2.444 - 2. 229 
90 1.36 -1.48 90 1.285 -1.403 
93 .73 -.97 93 a .690 a_ .932 
95 .39 -.67 95 a .367 a-.633 
96 .26 -.51 96 a. 244 a-.482 
97 .14 -.37 97 a. 135 a- . 346 
98 .08 -. 23 98 a. 073 a-. 222 
99 .04 - ".13 99 a. 036 :-.122 

100 .04 -.04 100 aO 0 

aIn order to facilitate model construction, the ordinates for the rear 
10-percent chord of the tip section were increased above these basic 
values to provide a 0.1346-percent-chord trailing-edge radius 

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
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(0) Symmetrical wing; aerodynamic washout about 0. 25 chord =3
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aspect ratio = 7.34. 
Figure I . - Geometry of wlnqs. (All dimensions in inches.) 
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(b) Cambered wing; aerodynamic washout aboulO.25 chord = 4°; 
aspect ratio = 7.36. 
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Figure 2. - Symmetrical wing mounted for testing in the Langley 
. 19-foot pressure tunnel. 
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Figure 9.- Effect of Reynolds number on maximum lift coefficient with 
and without leading-edge roughness. 
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Fig. 10 
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